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5% of royalties received from the sale of Soul Mate for Sale are donated to The Trevor Project; the

leading national organization providing crisis intervention and suicide prevention services to lesbian,

gay, bisexual, transgender and questioning (LGBTQ) young people ages 13-24.TrevorIn most

packs, an Omega, even one who couldnâ€™t breed, was treasured and would be revered and

protected; not cast aside, but our pack was not like most packs, and I was not like most Omegas. I

was human, so I understood why I was being sent to the auction. I didnâ€™t like it, but I understood

it. Even if there had been affection for me, even if they had been willing to keep me as a pet (neither

of these was the case, but an Omega could dream), Cal couldnâ€™t afford not to sell

me.ClintOmegas were hard to come by worldwide. While I would have preferred to mate for love, it

didnâ€™t seem that it was in the cards for me. I had taken over as pack Alpha five years earlier, and

it was high time that I started adding to the pack population. Granted my pack is run less rigidly than

some; the Betas in my pack are not just allowed to breed but actively encouraged to. Unfortunately,

only a small number of Beta females are fertile enough to get pregnant, and Iâ€™ll be damned if I

am going to hump my way through the pack until I find the ones who are. Which brought me full

circle to why I was standing in line to pick up the bidding paddle at the auction house. Less, even,

than a marriage of convenience, purchasing an Omega at the auction was more of a long-term

service contract; a means to an end, so what was an Alpha to do when he found his soul mate on

the auction block?
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This was a straight-forward, male/male romance story of an abused human omega sold and

rescued by an attentive, caring Alpha werewolf. It's set in an "Alpha/Beta/Omega" universe (where

male Alphas knot and impregnate Omegas). The plot was simple, following the omega from abuse

to life and love in a new pack. The theme of rescue was fine, but the characters were a bit flat, the

chemistry between them had some sizzle but wasn't particularly enticing.In many ways, this

reminded me of a Stormy Glenn type of story, with better dialog but much less drama, plot, and

relationship conflict. Overall, it was a pleasantly diverting novella, providing a bit of knotting and

potential mpreg (male pregnancy) in a sweet, short A/B/O story. The sizzle was present but

relatively tame, punctuating an enjoyable if not overly heated read.

Although I have seen the omega auction concept done several times before, I found a number of

the facets described here original and interesting. I found Trevor a sweet and very sympathetic

character. There was a decent amount of steam to the book although the scenes weren't very long

or detailed. But, yay, knotting! My only complaint is that this was so short. A full pregnancy doesn't

take place in the book but I see that this is just the first book in the what is either a series or serial. I

honestly didn't feel cheated at the point that the book stopped but would love more of the story. I

only hope that the next book will be out soon. A great first book for this author!

Trevor knows he is just a commodity, an omega, a human one at that. So when his alpha places

him on the auction block, he knows he has no choice. He wishes someone would take him for a pet,

treat kindly, but that is just a wish. He knows he will have to deal with whatever comes along.Clint

runs his pack a bit differently than most alphas. He allows betas to mate, if possible, and not with

him. He knows it is time to personally help increase the pack population, but omegas are rare. He

wanted to mate for love but, since he has not found his love match, he finds himself at the omega

auction. Clint takes one look at Trevor and knows he must have him. He is sure that the omega

being auctioned is his soul mate.Your heart will go out to Trevor. He deserves some happiness in



his life. Clint wants so much more from Trevor but refuses to take it. He wants Trevor to give it. He

wants to show him what he feels like to beloved. Is Trevor able to accept Clint as his

mate?Paranormal worlds are amazing. Each one can be slightly different but still have similarities. It

is the differences that make the reading fun and exciting. Kian Rhodes has put an intriguing spin on

mating within shifter packs. It is similar to some and yet has its own differences. Pick it up and see

what you think.

I saw this series in my Kindle and remembered that it looked good. I re-read the blurb and decided

right away to read it. So glad I did. It was a quick easy read but so very satisfying. I felt so bad for

Trevor, being abused by his former Alpha. Clint was great right from the start. Love how gentle he

was with Trevor. There were some humorous parts that kept the story light and I really loved the

attraction between them. If I have one complaint, it's that I wish it were longer. I would have loved

more of them getting to know each other and more of Trevor finding his place within the pack.

Soul Mate For Sale was a very pleasant surprise. I purchased the book because it was inexpensive

at a time when funds were really tight and I wanted something new to read. I was pleasantly

surprised. In fact I was so happy with the story, the author's style and the characters that I

purchased the second book "Buyer Beware" and went looking for more in the same world but alas

no more yet. Both stories were terrific. In fact I have reread them twice since I bought them and

discover something new in each reading. Have to admit I favor Buyer Beware but enjoyed Soul

Mate very much. Clint is an amazing Alpha and Trevor is just delectable. You can't go wrong with

this book.

Avid readers of certain genres learn how to adapt to less than stellar writing and enjoy a story for

what it is.This review is for all 4 books in the Omega Auction series and I'm happy to recommend

them as a few hours well spent in paranormal M/M romance. Each is a sweet love story and while

the alpha's were basically the same creature, the omegas each brought something different to the

general plot.Thanks to Kian Rhodes for making these available on Kindle Unlimited.Enjoy :)

What a terrific way to support The Trevor Project. This series is going to be explosive with

exceptional characters. Clint and Trevor were magnificently written characters. I HIGHLY

RECOMMEND THIS BOOK AND THIS AFFORDABLE, TREVOR PROJECT SUPPORTIVE,

SERIES!!!!Bless You, Kian Rhodes, for giving me the opportunity to help in some way, for



something SO IMPORTANT!! Looking forward to book #2.

It was a good read. I have read the series and enjoyed it. I can recommend that reading the series

is best. The selling of people is not so far fetched. In fact it has become the latest by the criminal

element around the world. We seem to be moving backward.
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